Native American Representative Summary Report
Week 13: January 10-14, 2011
January 18, 2011

I.

REPRESENTATIVES, LOCATIONS AND DATES

Frank Salazar of the Campo Band of Mission Indians monitored construction along the Rough Acres
Segment, Link 1, between January 10 and January 14. Jesse Pinto of the Jamul Tribe provided additional
construction monitoring along the Wilson and Lithnen area on January 10 and January 11.
Mr. Clarence Brown, Campo Band and Mr. David Elliott Jr., Kumeyaay descendant, monitored along
Link 4 during this week. Their reports have yet to be submitted, hence a revised version of this report
will be resubmitted to reflect their additions.

II.

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES

Various construction activities were monitored during this period including mowing, wattling, digging,
brush removal, and installation of orange and black markers.

III.

OBSERVATIONS

On January 10, Mr. Salazar noted one medium sized quartz flake on the ground surface found while
mowing. He moved it 5 m to the southwest to protect it from construction. On January 11, he noted one
green metavolcanic core. Inspection of a nearby site lead him to conclude that this material had washed
down slope during erosional episodes. On January 13 he noted another quartz scraper in the same area,
again concluding that it had been moved by erosional action.
On January 10 and 11, Mr. Pinto noted nearby sites that are monitored by Lucas to insure that
construction stay clear of these areas.

IV.

CONCERNS EXPRESSED

Mr. Salazar reported no further concerns.
Mr. Pinto noted only that sites in the vicinity of the work areas need to be avoided for their protection.

V.

SUMMARY

One isolated artifact was moved to a safe location. All other cultural materials found during this element
of construction were either a result of displacement by erosion or were in areas that need to be monitored
to insure avoidance during construction.

VI.

SUMMARY PREPARER

Hillary Murphy, Project Archaeologist, Tierra Environmental Services, Inc.
Joseph M. Nixon, Senior Anthropologist, Tierra Environmental Services, Inc.
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